Brookfield Central High School Theater Department
Proudly Presents

The Servant of Two Masters

Brookfield Central Black Box Theater
April 24-26 @7 PM | April 27 @1 PM
I am truly honored to serve as both director and technical director for *The Servant of Two Masters*. After the success of our last production, *Radium Girls*, it appears the “word” is out about the BC Theater Program. Almost 40 students auditioned for this production – 17 were cast, 12 are serving backstage and 20 students were involved in the build crew. The community support of BC Theater is truly overwhelming and the BC administration staff (Honore, Tommy, Brett and Don) is truly dedicated to the BC Theater mission: “Inspire students, transform audiences, provide skills for future success.”

This particular *Servant* translation is commonly performed in a blank Black Box space with colorful costumes and masks. With the richness of the play’s comedy and characters, I decided to forgo the masks and add an elaborate set – so the audience did not have to imagine anything and could sit back and enjoy all the comedic elements of the play itself. As with all comedies, we worked very long and hard on blocking, timing, as well as asides (which is where the character breaks the 4th wall and talks directly to the audience). This is a very challenging script – but when done right – very rewarding for the cast and audience.

A special thanks to Chris Birt (and the whole group of costume elves) that worked tirelessly on the elaborate *Servant* costumes and the sewing of new curtains and legs. Also, a sincere thanks to all the outgoing BC Seniors that I have worked with for the past 4 years: you will be missed. I will especially miss Hope Jackson, Katie Delwiche and Nick Herrera!

And the “music never stops” - the BC Studio Show will be performed here in the Black Box on May 24th, and the Elmbrook Summer Theater Program will be performing the musical *Curtains*, also here in the Black Box, the weekends of July 19 and 26th. We have some very exciting performances already lined up for next season – the BCHS Musical and Black Box theater productions have already been picked and will be announced very soon.

I sincerely thank you for your continued support of BC Theater! Please sit back and relax and enjoy *The Servant of Two Masters*.

— Daniel Pronley
CAST

Truffaldino.................................................................................................................. Matthew McGowan
Beatrice ..................................................................................................................... Sasha Pavlovic
Florindo..................................................................................................................... Jacob Krynicki
Pantalone .................................................................................................................. David Harrington
Brighella................................................................................................................... Anna Griffith
Clarice ......................................................................................................................... Hannah Quinney
Silvio......................................................................................................................... Nishant Namboothiry
Smeraldina................................................................................................................ Julia Krzyzak
Doctor ....................................................................................................................... Spencer Linneman
Ensemble ................................................. Caitlin Elenteny, Olivia Kroeplin, Jennifer Nadolinski, Briana Ratay, Will Selkey, Spencer Thomas, Jaiden Trevino, Eren Wolf

PRODUCTION

Director ....................................................................................................................... Daniel Pronley
Stage Manager .......................................................................................................... Ava Jorgensen
Lighting Designer .................................................................................................... Nick Herrera
Lighting Technician ................................................................................................. Caroline Zientek
Sound Technician .................................................................................................... Astrid Merritt
Spotlight Technician ............................................................................................... Thomas Richards
Props Manager ........................................................................................................ Stephanie Hoffman
Costumes ................................................................. Christine Birt, Katie Delwiche, Leah Fleishman, Lillian Hayward
Hair and Make-up .................................................................................................... Lauren Langeberg, Brinna Rasmussen
Producer ................................................................................................................... Hope Jackson
House Manager ........................................................................................................ Melanie VanHaren
Graphic Design ......................................................................................................... Callie Hedtke
Marketing .................................................................................................................. Isabel Gonzalez
Set Construction ................................................................. Sarah Astley, Ava Buellesbach, Chalen Everts, Emma Geiser, Anna Griffith, Lillian Hayward, Stephanie Hoffman, Hope Jackson, Anne Merritt, Katie Meulemans, Chase Peterson, Thomas Richards, Zayda Stephens, Neena Whitlow

Anna,
You have done great things in your two years at Brookfield Central!
May God continue to lead you in your future endeavors.
Break a leg!
Love, Dad and Mom
Sarah Astley is a freshman at BC. She decided to join stage crew because she had never done it before and wanted to try something new. During her free time she likes to cook and swim. Her favorite part about stage crew was the people and the environment because it was a lot of fun to get to know everyone.

Ava Buellesbach, a sophomore at BC, was on stage as a cast member for the BC musical productions of Cinderella and NEWSIES. Since she loves engineering as much as she loves singing, Ava is very excited to be in the crew for this play.

Katie Delwiche is very excited to be a part of styling the costumes for The Servant of Two Masters. This is her fourteenth show with BC Theater. When she's not designing costumes, she can be found working on lights and sets for the musicals at BC. She would like to thank Mrs. Schiro and Mr. Pronley for all of their support and guidance. Now sit back, relax, and enjoy the show!

Chalen Everts is grateful to have been able to help build the set for The Servant of Two Masters. She would like to thank Mr. Pronley for the opportunity. When she is not busy with theater, she spends most of her time at the humane society or watching movies.

Emma Geiser is grateful to have been able to help build the set for The Servant of Two Masters. She would like to thank Mr. Pronley for the opportunity and everyone involved in the BC Theater community for their overwhelming congeniality and for making theater such a fun activity to participate in. Enjoy the show!

Isabel Gonzalez has been BC’s box office manager since Radium Girls. She would like to thank Mrs. Schiro and Mr. Pronley for getting her into theater and teaching her the ropes. She loves working with people in her position and is excited to have you all see the show.

Anna Griffith is a senior at BCHS and is incredibly excited to be playing Brighella. She was recently involved in BC’s productions of Radium Girls as Kathryn Schaub, NEWSIES as Hannah, Strange Boarders as Amity Haines, Cyrano De Bergerac as Cyrano, and Cinderella. She was the stage manager for the BC show Fair Exchange. Some of her favorite former roles include Ms. Lynch, Yente, and Maria. She would like to thank Mr. Pronley, Ava Jorgensen, and all of her friends in cast and crew.

Junior Caitlin Elenteny is very excited to be performing in The Servant of Two Masters as part of the ensemble! She was recently in BCHS’s productions of Radium Girls, NEWSIES and Fair Exchange. She would like to thank the cast and Mr. Pronley for making this such a fun experience and teaching her a lot, and her parents for supporting her. She hopes you enjoy the show!
This is **David Harrington**’s first production with the BCHS theater department and he’s very excited to be a part of it! David would like to thank his parents and Mr. Pronley for believing in him. He’d also like to thank Mrs. Schiro for encouraging him to do this production and for giving him advice along the way.

**Lillian Hayward** is excited to be the artistic and floral designer for this fabulous production. She would like to thank her family, Katie Delwiche, Mr. Pronley, the company, and most importantly, her two wonderful cats for supporting her every step of the way. Past productions include *Beauty and the Beast, Jr.*, *Anything Goes, Jr.*, *Strange Boarders, Cinderella, and NEWSIES*. In her free time she likes to paint, eat chocolate, and spend time with her cats. She hopes you have a ball at *The Servant of Two Masters*.

**Callie Hedtke** is honored to be involved in this year’s spring play. As a sophomore she had the pleasure of being Josie in *Apollo’s Overture*. She has been a part of three BC musicals: *Oliver!, Cinderella*, and this year’s *NEWSIES*. This year she was also involved with the cast and production of the one act play *Radium Girls*. She also enjoys yearbook and playing clarinet in the band. She would like to thank her friends and family for their constant support along with Mr. Pronley and Hope Jackson for putting up with her hectic schedule.

**Nick Herrera** is excited to be the lighting designer for his final Brookfield Central spring play. Previously, he has done sound for *NEWSIES, Radium Girls, Strange Boarders, Cinderella, Oliver!*, and *Crazy for You*. He would like to thank Mr. Pronley for putting so much time and effort into BCHS theatrical productions - and Hope Jackson for writing his bios for every show.

**Stephanie Hoffman** is a freshman and this is her third production at Brookfield Central. Stephanie is very excited to be a part of the crew for *The Servant of Two Masters*. She would like to thank her amazing friends in the cast and crew for making this experience so enjoyable. She hopes you enjoy the show!

**Hope Jackson** is excited to be the producer for her final Brookfield Central spring play. Previously, she was stage manager for *NEWSIES, Radium Girls, and Strange Boarders*, and assistant stage manager for *Cinderella*. She would like to thank Mr. Pronley for putting so much time and effort into BCHS theatrical productions.

**Ava Jorgensen**, a sophomore at BCHS, is excited to be stage managing her first show. She has assisted in stage managing shows such as *Radium Girls* and *NEWSIES* and looks forward to helping with future shows. Ava loves to sit behind the scenes and run the shows and
learn how they work. She would like to thank Mr. Pronley for giving her this opportunity to run a show and looks forward to working with him more in the future.

Olivia Kroeplin is a junior at BCHS and is ecstatic to be in the ensemble. She was recently a part of NEWSIES as Specs, Fair Exchange as Peggy Wilson, and Radium Girls as Harriet Roeder. She would like to thank the amazing cast and crew for making this show come to life on stage. Olivia would also like to thank the amazing director, Mr. Pronley, for the opportunity to be a part of this production. She hopes you enjoy the show!

Jacob Krynicki is excited to play the role of Florindo, one of the two masters, and ecstatic to have the opportunity to act alongside some different people! He would like to give a huge thanks to Mr. Pronley, the crew, and the rest of the cast for making such a good show and providing such a good experience!

Julia Krzyzak is a senior at Brookfield Central and is thrilled to be playing the role of Smeraldina (aka Smellderina) in this fantastic comedy! She has been involved with theatre ever since she was six years old and some of her favorite roles have been Miss. Hannigan in Annie Jr., the witch in Into The Woods, Spot Conlon in NEWSIES, and Katherine Wiley in Radium Girls. She would like to thank Mr. Pronley and her theater family for their constant hard work and support. She hopes you enjoy the show!

Lauren Langeberg is a senior and is very excited to be head of hair and make-up for The Servant of Two Masters. Lauren is proud to have made appearances in many past shows, such as Crazy for You, Oliver!, Cinderella, and her personal favorite, NEWSIES! She wants to thank everyone involved in making this production happen and she hopes you enjoy the show!

This is Spencer Linneman’s sixth production at BC. He was Boy, Michael, Chris, and David in The Dining Room, The Count in Fashion, Lignierre in Cyrano De Bergerac, Brad in Onward and Upward, and Edward Markley in Radium Girls. Spencer would like to thank Mr. Pronley for affording him such a great opportunity.

Matthew McGowan is proud to be in his third show with BC Theater as Truffaldino in The Servant of Two Masters! He was recently seen as Marty in Flight and Snobson in Fashion, both also with BC Theater. He would like to thank Mr. Pronley and Mrs. Schiro for encouraging him to return to the theater!

Anne Merritt is a freshman at BCHS. She helped build the set for Radium Girls and NEWSIES and was part of run crew for NEWSIES. This time, Anne is enjoying helping with set building again. She is very excited to be a part of Servant and hopes you enjoy the show!
Astrid Merritt is excited to be running sound for The Servant of Two Masters, her eighth show with Brookfield Central. She would like to thank Mr. Pronley for everything that he has done for the Brookfield Central theater program, and Ava Jorgensen for being an amazing stage manager.

Katie Meulemans is a freshman at Brookfield Central and is very excited to be part of The Servant and Two Masters crew. Past performances at Brookfield Central include Radium Girls, NEWSIES and Fair Exchange. Katie would like to thank Mr. Pronley for continuing to give her an opportunity to be a part of the BC Theater program and her family for always supporting her. Katie hopes everyone enjoys the show!

Jennifer Nadolinski, a freshman, is extremely excited to be a part of her third BCHS production, The Servant of Two Masters! In her first BCHS drama production, NEWSIES, she played a Brooklyn newsie and in Radium Girls she was a photographer/ensemble member. Jennifer is also involved in plenty of other things, such as PAWS, choir, and Central Harmony. She loves to play guitar. Jennifer would love to thank and appreciate Mr. Pronley, Mrs. Schiro, Hope Jackson, and countless others for giving her this wonderful opportunity and for working so hard. She hopes you love and enjoy the show as much as she does!

Nishant Namboothiry, a freshman, is thrilled to play Silvio in his first BC play! He appeared as Crutchie in BC’s NEWSIES and in Brookfield Summer Theatre’s Fair Exchange. He has a passion for the arts, singing, piano, and many others. Nishant thanks the cast, crew and director, and especially his parents for supporting him every step of the way. He hopes you enjoy the show!

Sasha Pavlovic, a senior at Brookfield Central, is beyond excited to play Beatrice in this year’s spring play! She has been involved in the musical since seventh grade and some of her more recent roles include Mrs. Roeder in Radium Girls, Medda Larkin in NEWSIES, The Professor in Strange Boarders, Marie in
Cinderella, and the Rose Seller in Oliver! She hopes you enjoy the performance as much as she has enjoyed being in it.

Chase Peterson is grateful to be part of The Servant of Two Masters. He did stage crew for NEWSIES and Radium Girls. He would like to thank Mr. Pronley for his enormous efforts and positive attitude.

Hannah Quinney plays the role of Clarice in her last spring play at Brookfield Central. She could not be more thankful for this opportunity. This character is different from any that she's played in the past and she couldn't be more thrilled to portray her. She would like to thank her incredibly supportive family and friends as well as Mr. Pronley for his hard work and dedication to BC theatre. Enjoy the show!

Briana Ratay, a sophomore, has been involved in numerous shows at BCHS. Recently, she was Mrs. Fryer in Radium Girls and a primary dancer in Disney's NEWSIES, along with Mrs. Wilson in Fair Exchange. Briana would like to thank Mr. Pronley and everyone involved in this show. She would also like to thank all of her family and friends who have supported her throughout the years. Enjoy the show!

Thomas Richards, a sophomore, is excited to be the spot technician for The Servants of Two Masters. He has been in six other shows at the Black Box and two musicals here at Brookfield Central. He is often behind the scenes as part of run crew, a spot technician or the fly operator at the Wilson Center. He would like to thank Mr. Pronley and all of his fellow crew members for dealing with his wild personality and giving him opportunities to learn and grow as a member of the BC Theater Department.

Will Selkey, a sophomore at Brookfield Central, is very excited to be a part of The Servant of Two Masters. Previously he has performed as Linus in You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown, and, more recently, as Lee and Martland in Radium Girls. He hopes you enjoy the show!

"A day without laughter is a day wasted.”
- Charlie Chaplin

Congrats to the cast and crew, and thanks to Spencer for always entertaining us!

The Thomas Family
**BIOGRAPHIES cont.**

Zayda Stephens is so excited to be part of the crew in Brookfield Central’s performance of *The Servant of Two Masters*. She is looking forward to continuing in crew in upcoming productions and hopes you enjoy the show.

Freshman Spencer Thomas is ecstatic to be in the ensemble of *The Servant of Two Masters*. This is Spencer’s third production at BCHS. His most recent roles were Henry in *NEWSIES* and Dr. Knef in *Radium Girls*. Spencer is currently involved in concert and jazz band (alto sax) and hip-hop dance. Spencer would like to thank everyone involved in this production and Mr. Pronley for giving him such an amazing opportunity. He hopes you enjoy the show!

Jaiden Trevino is a senior at Brookfield Central and she is very excited to be a cast member of *The Servant of Two Masters*. This is her fourth BC production with the previous three being *Radium Girls*, *NEWSIES*, and *Fair Exchange*. She would like to thank everyone in the cast and crew as well as Mr. Pronley for all of the work put into this production and she hopes you enjoy the show!

Melanie VanHaren is a senior at BCHS and is proud to be a part of *The Servant of Two Masters*. She has been in multiple productions, but she loves being house manager when she isn’t on stage. She was house manager for *Apollo’s Overture* and *Fair Exchange*. She hopes you enjoy the show!

Neena Whitlow has only recently taken a liking to theater, but has enjoyed every show she’s done. After acting in *Shrek, Jr.* in 2017 and *NEWSIES* in 2018, this is her first time participating in stage crew for a non-musical show. She aspires to do more work for upcoming shows and hopes you enjoy *The Servant of Two Masters*!

Eren Wolf is a senior and is so grateful to be a part of this ensemble for her final year in BC Theatre. She played violin in the pit orchestras for BC’s productions of *Crazy For You*, *Oliver!* and *Cinderella*, and performed as Elmer in *NEWSIES* earlier this year. Many thanks to her family and friends, the theatre community, and you (the audience members reading this) for supporting our program.

Caroline Zientek is grateful to be part of *The Servant of Two Masters*. She did stage crew for *NEWSIES* and for *Radium Girls*. She would like to give a big thanks to all cast and crew for putting in their hard work to make this show happen, and especially a big thank you to Mr. Pronley for his enormous efforts and positive attitude.
APRIL 30th
SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINE

BCHS APPLAUSE Fine Arts Booster Club Awards Senior Scholarships to Members.

Be an Applause member every year to qualify.
Forms are available in the lobby or online.
Email bchsapplause@gmail.com and support the Fine Arts today!

VISIT AN APPLAUSE SPONSOR BEFORE OR AFTER THE SHOW!

Fleming’s Steak House
15665 W Bluemound
flemingssteakhouse.com

FreshFin Poké
240 North Lord St.
freshfinpoke.com

Raised Grain Brewing Company
1725 Dolphin Dr. Ste. B
raisedgrainbrewery.com

BelAir Cantina
250 High St.
belaircantina.com

Kendra Scott
A&A Tire
414-327-6990

Applause
BCHS Booster Club for the Fine Arts
Good luck to the very talented cast and crew of “Servant of Two Masters”

A special thanks and tearful goodbye to all the Seniors. The BC Theater program will miss you – but please remember you are now part of the BC Theater Legacy – Mr. Pronley

Please mark your calendars and join us!
Visit elmbrookeducationfoundation.com for more information.

ELMBROOK EDUCATION FOUNDATION SPRING EVENTS

May 3, 2019
Sharon Lynne Wilson Center
11:00 am - 1:00 p.m.

Circle of Friends Luncheon

May 31, 2019
Ironwood Golf Course

5th Annual Elmbrook Open
Give a little green for education

Funds raised will benefit the Elmbrook Nature Center which provides K-5th students an oasis for inquiry, scientific investigation, interaction with the natural habitat of Southeastern Wisconsin, and hands-on learning experiences.
Hope,

Congratulations on your latest production.

You have enjoyed a wonderful string of shows at BCHS and you have grown remarkably from run crew to stage manager to producer.

We are so proud of you and look forward to what you will accomplish in the future.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Ben

Bravo, Jacob!

Who knew you would love theater!

We are very proud of you!

Mom, Dad, Bella, Dawid & Nika
Watching you dive head first into EVERYTHING you do is exhilarating. Even though your high school experience is winding down, we look forward to seeing you on the big stage! Break a leg!

Love...Mom, Dad & Ivan
EXTRA, EXTRA: THE FINE ARTS EXTRAVAGANZA STUDIO SHOW

Friday, May 24 | 7:00pm
BCHS Black Box Theater

Come see the fabulous BC Theater students as they perform a variety of chorus numbers, dance numbers and skits as the 2019 Fine Arts Extravaganza at BC ends with a bang!. One evening only - Friday, May 24th 7 pm in the BC Black Box Theater. Buy your tickets online at brownpapertickets.com/event/4063892

ANNOUNCING THE 2ND ANNUAL ELMBROOK SUMMER THEATER PROGRAM!

Looking for a great theater experience this summer?
Sign up for Elmbrook Schools Summer Theater Program!
This summer we will be producing the musical Curtains!

Students from all middle and high schools in the district are welcome to join the fun!
BC Theater 2019-2020 Scheduled Productions

Brookfield Central Theater

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME

November 22, 23 & 24
Sharon Lynne Wilson Center

BC BLACK BOX THEATER PRESENTS:

Front

February 7-9 2020 - 7 pm

WRITTEN BY
ROBERT CASLEY

DIRECTED BY
DANIEL PRINLEY

Elbrook Summer Theater Presents

G.REASE

6 Performances in BC Black Box

July 18-20 7 pm
July 25-26 7 pm
July 27 - 2pm

G.REASE
Book, Music, and Lyrics by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey
"Grease" is presented by special arrangement with SAMUEL FRENCH, INC.

2020 Spring Play - April 23-25

YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH YOU
by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart

The Servant of Two Masters
Broadway Musical Word Search

D I A M R E M E L T T I L E H T P J R E N T
C L E S M I S E R A B L E S R V B L I C E O
A J N C K Y L L I C H I C A G O A I D N W M
Y U R O F A Q U I N L K F B T P M T G H S R
P H A N T O M O F T H E O P E R A T D W I Q
L R N G W Q I X H M K J E V I T A E H D S E
S D O N F G K M P A Z Q I L J U T S C M B C
Z I M O I S V C A R L L Q B O M P H D A I A
P W R L H E H Y R H O K N J K S L O D M R B
I W O V C L K H T P S D O T G D U P O M X A
P Y M X Z E S A E R G L K U G O Y O T A W R
P L F Q R Y I N E N P B Y J K O C F Y M D E
I L O A L A D D I N J S A L O W I H E I D T
A D O Q U D N K E N W B P M A H F R E X K L
B O O H L O R M D E O P S W Q T S R E D C A
Q L B C I A I D X Z Y N R L J O P O W X I S
Z L F L A T O X W S T A I C V T U R S A W T
Q E E N G L Z K P O D W A X Y N I S V B L A
L H C A L X E Y S Y I O H M C I D G J Y K C
T Q R S Z I G K O R S N I P P O P Y R A M K

ALADDIN
ANNIE
BOOK OF MORMON
CABARET
CATS
CHICAGO
EVITA
FOOTLOOSE
GREASE
GUYS AND DOLLS
GYPSY
HAIRSPRAY
HAMILTON
HELLO DOLLY
INTO THE WOODS
LES MISERABLES
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
MAMMA MIA
MARY POPPINS
NEWSIES
OKLAHOMA
OLIVER
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
PIPPIN
RAGTIME
RENT
Sweeney Todd
THE LION KING
THE LITTLE MERMAID
WICKED

FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT FOOTLIGHTS, ENJOY THE SHOW!